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Winterizing Your Septic Systems
Did you know that holding tank or “pumpout” septic system
left unused for more than 72 hours may not have the
anaerobic bioactivity to generate enough heat preventing
winter freezing? If you plan on using this style of septic
system during the winter months, here are some long-term
steps needed to protect your system from freezing:
1. All components <2.7 meter (9 feet) deep must be insulated with spray or rigid foam to prevent freezing. This
foam adds a thermal barrier between frozen ground
and non-frozen ground (frost line). A rough “rule of
thumb” is 1 inch of insulation equals 1 foot of ground
cover. You always want a minimum of 2.7 m (9 feet) of
frost coverage in Alberta!
2. Don’t forget to insulate the plastic lid of your holding
tank. An uninsulated lid can allow heat from bioactivity to escape even if the sides and top of the holding
tank is insulated. For concrete lids and tops, spray
foam applied by a professional can be very effective in
preventing heat loss.
3. Make sure to use electric heat trace around the any
piping, check valve or shutoff valve <2.7 meter (9
foot) depth if your system is connected to a communal wastewater system. As these systems DO NOT
have a drain hole to empty the pipe between pumping
cycles like rural system have. Many are <1 meter (3+
feet ) from the top of the holding tank lid which is in the
frost zone.

done by a professional when
they’re performing your
annual inspection of
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2. Add clean water back into holding
tank and ensure pump is submerged in water.
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3. Add potable RV antifreeze only
to the water in the tank, follow
manufacturers recommendations
for volume and strength.
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4. Manually run pump by holding the float in the upright
position for a few seconds to circulate RV antifreeze
into discharge piping, check valve and service line.
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5. Leave your holding tank pump active when your away
DO NOT unplug! High efficiency furnaces, dehumidifiers, RO/water softener backwashes, tap/toilet leaks,
or even a family member visiting forgetting to let you
know can quickly fill or overflow a holding tank with an
unplugged pump when you’re not there.
6. Always leave your alarm system active 24/7 to notify if
there’s a problem! Some alarm systems have a callout and text feature so you can be immediately notified
if there’s a problem! Contact your local installer or
phone provider to take advantage of this timely benefit.

Winterizing For Extended Holidays or Winter Month
Absences

7. Have your daily residence monitor always check for
system alarms and water movement in systems not
blown out for the winter.

1. Clean your holding tank with a garden hose and
spray nozzle. Pump down your tank by holding
the float in the upright position with a long hook
on pole. When you see the bottom of the pump,
lay the float back down. This process can be

8. If you’ve closed any valves in or after the holding
tank, never run a pump with valves closed on the
intake or discharge side of your system, this may
damage the pump and piping!
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